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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic placed hygiene at the centre of disease prevention. Yet, access to the levels of water supply that support good hand hygiene and institutional cleaning, our understanding of hygiene behaviours, and access to soap are deficient in low-, middle- and high-income countries. This paper reviews the role of water, sanitation and hygiene (WaSH) in disease emergence, previous outbreaks, combatting COVID-19 and in preparing for future pandemics. We consider settings where these factors are particularly important and identify key preventive contributions to disease control and gaps in the evidence base. Urgent substantial action is required to remedy deficiencies in WaSH, particularly the provision of reliable, continuous piped water on-premises for all households and settings. Hygiene promotion programmes, underpinned by behavioural science, must be adapted to high-risk populations (such as the elderly and marginalised) and settings (such as healthcare facilities, transport hubs and workplaces). WaSH must be better integrated into preparation plans and with other sectors in prevention efforts. More finance and better use of financing instruments would extend and improve WaSH services. The lessons outlined justify no-regrets investment by government in response to and recovery from the current pandemic; to improve day-to-day lives and as preparedness for future pandemics.
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HIGHLIGHTS

• This is the first comprehensive review of WASH and COVID-19.
• The paper analyses the key ways in which water, hygiene and sanitation can help reduce transmission of COVID-19.
• The paper presents analysis of the wider role for water, hygiene and sanitation in combatting pandemic disease.
• The paper analyses the structural deficiencies in the WASH ‘sector’ that limits its impact on COVID-19.
• The paper identifies key evidence gaps, including on behaviour change, that are priorities for maximising the role of WASH in addressing pandemics of disease.

This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Licence (CC BY 4.0), which permits copying, adaptation and redistribution, provided the original work is properly cited (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

INTRODUCTION

The world in 2020 has been gripped by a pandemic of a novel coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, cause of COVID-19.1 Starting in China in late 2019, by the end of July 2020, this had spread to virtually every country in the world, with global cases escalating past 15 million and over 600,000 deaths at the time of writing.

Combatting a virus to which the population at large has no immunity, which is highly contagious and for which no vaccine exists, has forced countries to recognise the importance of foundational measures of disease control. ‘Physical distancing’ and ‘physical isolation’, accompanied by handwashing and infection prevention and control, have been the main responses. Box 1 clarifies these terms. All are challenging in low-, middle- and high-income countries, albeit for different reasons.

In this paper, we analyse the role of WaSH in reducing severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission and supporting responses to COVID-19. We explore how the importance of adequate WaSH services is reinforced by evidence from other outbreaks and pandemics of contagious and infectious disease.2 We address the roles, strengths and weaknesses of WaSH by analysing the three necessities for sustained handwashing (availability of sufficient flowing water, availability of soap and hand sanitisers where used and behaviours practiced by individuals) and then consider WaSH in settings of specific concern. We identify actions needed to ensure WaSH supports prevention and response to pandemics and identify important knowledge gaps and priorities for research.

COVID-19

Most people with COVID-19 experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring special treatment. Some people with COVID-19 have no symptoms and asymptomatic infections likely contribute to the spread of the disease. The infection may also cause severe illness including respiratory failure and multiorgan and systemic manifestations (sepsis, septic shock and multiple organ dysfunctions) (Cascella et al. 2020). Older people and those with underlying medical problems are more likely to develop serious illness.

COVID-19 transmission appears to be largely through inhalation and through respiratory droplets3 contacting

1 There is confusion and misuse of terminology related to the current disease pandemic. The term ‘COVID-19’ refers to the disease that is caused by the virus named severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).
2 The terms contagious and infectious are frequently conflated. Infection relates to the ability to cause infection (and thereby potentially to cause disease) while contagions are a sub-category of infections that can be transmitted from person to person, without an animal or environmental reservoir or intermediary.
3 Both respiratory droplets and respiratory aerosols are liquid (mucus) particles and are potentially infectious through inhalation if they contain virus. The terms ‘aerosol’ and ‘droplet’ are often confused and some definitions are ambiguous (Vuorinen et al. 2020). ‘Aerosols’ is sometimes used to refer to a suspension of liquid droplets or droplets of smaller sizes after drying of particles in the air, but the term strictly refers to small droplets that remain suspended in the air. Droplets larger than aerosols are heavier than air and are deposited under gravity. The difference is important for inhalation exposure and to deposition of virus-containing particles on surfaces.
**Box 1 | Key terms**

**Isolation** refers to the physical separation of people with confirmed or suspected virus infections from other people for whom there is no evidence of current infection. **Quarantine** refers to the physical separation of people who are not currently ill but who are believed to have been exposed to the virus. While these terms are used widely, there are some variations in application. Isolation is sometimes conflated with quarantine and although the terms self-isolation and self-quarantine usually refer to voluntary actions, in some jurisdictions compliance with these actions is enforced.

**Infection prevention and control** (IPC) encompasses measures used to reduce the likelihood of virus transmission through specific actions such as physical distancing, the frequent disinfection of surfaces, the use of personal protective equipment, regular hand hygiene and the application of sneezing and coughing etiquettes.

**Physical or social distancing** refers to measures used to reduce contact between people, such as staying at home and maintaining physical gaps between non-cohabiting individuals. The recommendations for specific separation distances vary across countries and range from 1 to 2 m (3–6 feet). Physical distancing is a more accurate description of this measure since a continuation of social contact is encouraged (e.g. electronically).

In some patients, the shedding of viral RNA via the digestive system appears to last longer than via the respiratory tract (Wu et al. 2020a; Xu et al. 2020). Infectious viruses, as distinct from RNA markers for SARS-CoV-2, have been isolated from very few stool samples (Wang et al. 2020), even during clinical and asymptomatic infection. Faeces are, therefore, unlikely to contribute substantially to infection.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF HANDWASHING**

A person infected with SARS-CoV-2, whether symptomatic or asymptomatic, is likely to have contaminated hands and may transmit the pathogen to others, directly or via surfaces and objects (fomites). Hands offer a conducive environment for virus survival as they contain creases that protect against exposure to viricidal ultra-violet (UV) light, specifically UV-C (IES 2020).

The importance of handwashing as a public health intervention is widely recognised, including for the control of respiratory disease (Rabie & Curtis 2006; Mbakaya et al. 2017; Prüss-Üstun et al. 2019). Handwashing with soap or use of hand sanitiser is therefore a mainstay of the guidance for controlling the spread of COVID-19 (WHO 2020).

Evidence on hand hygiene and influenza potentially provides useful comparisons for COVID-19. A systematic review by Saunders-Hastings et al. (2017) shows frequent handwashing to have a large and significant protective effect against pandemic influenza. Improved hand hygiene is linked to lower rates of hospitalisation (Godoy et al. 2012) and of school absenteeism (Azor-Martínez et al. 2014) during influenza season. However, a study in Sweden during the influenza season analysing self-reported acute respiratory symptoms in a cohort of randomly selected individuals found no significant decrease in infection with self-reported increases in handwashing (Merk et al. 2014). Similarly, Simmerman et al. (2011) in a randomised-controlled trial of handwashing and face masks in reducing influenza transmission in Bangkok, Thailand, found no reduction in transmission. In both cases, the authors note that insufficiently frequent handwashing may explain their findings.

**Hygiene behaviours and facilities**

Effective handwashing requires access to facilities (water, containers, soap) that enable hygiene behaviours. Wolf et al. (2019) report that 95% of the population in high-income countries has access to a ‘designated handwashing
facility’, but only 70% in low-income countries; and in sub-Saharan Africa, the population in households with access to handwashing facilities with soap and water is 26% (UNICEF & WHO 2019). UNICEF & WHO (2019) report that around 60% of the world’s population has at least a basic handwashing facility in the household, defined as a location where both soap and water are available that are either fixed (i.e. a sink) or mobile (jugs or basins). Mobile handwashing facilities are unlikely to be adequate to support the levels of hygiene sought in response to COVID-19. A systematic review by Brauer et al. (2020) found that, in 2019, 2.4 billion people worldwide lack access to handwashing with available soap and water. They note substantial regional variation, with over 50% of the population in the sub-Saharan Africa and Oceania regions lacking access, and that access was particularly low in rural areas and urban slums in low-income countries.

Construction of handwashing stations (e.g. ‘tippy-taps’, which do not require running water) encourage handwashing with soap (Contzen et al. 2015; Coultas et al. 2020). An integrative review on determinants of hand hygiene found good and consistent evidence that handwashing infrastructure in the household was a determinant of handwashing (White et al. 2020). Wolf et al. (2019) show that people with access to a handwashing facility with soap and water were 2.6 times as likely to wash hands with soap before food contact compared to those people without access to a handwashing facility.

**Sufficient flowing, reliable water**

Adequate hand hygiene requires sufficient water from reliable and easily accessible sources, preferably piped to their premises. UNICEF & WHO (2019) estimate that 90% of the global population uses at least an ‘improved water supply’ and 64% of this population has access to piped water, some of whom use shared taps and many who experience intermittent supply (Kumpel & Nelson 2016). Majuru et al. (2016) found that unreliable water supplies have been associated with poorer domestic hygiene, which may increase the spread of COVID-19 via fomites. Three-quarters of the global population has some form of water supply on-premises (UNICEF & WHO 2019), which includes households with their own wells. While such water sources can provide a reliable and abundant supply of water, they will not provide running water for washing hands.

UNICEF & WHO (2019) report that one-quarter of the global population uses water collected from off-premises water sources that are shared between households. Reliance on such sources creates two challenges to the pandemic response: sufficiency of water for handwashing and inter-household contact associated with water collection, the latter disproportionately exposing women and girls. The amount of water typically collected by households from such sources is around 20 litres per person per day (Howard & Bartram 2003), which Howard et al. (in press) note that is unlikely to be sufficient to support the greater frequency and duration of handwashing required in pandemics and outbreaks. Shared water sources are places of inter-household contact. Their use increases the risk of transmission because handles and taps used by numerous people facilitate contact transmission.

There is no evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 virus can be transmitted via contact with water. Thus, frequent handwashing with lower quality water is preferable to infrequent handwashing in high-quality water when a pandemic response is paramount.

**Effectiveness and availability of soap**

Frequent hand hygiene interrupts transmission in two ways: pathogens are removed from the hands, particularly through handwashing with soap and water; and the virus is inactivated, for example, by soap or alcohol-containing hand sanitisers (Kratzel et al. 2020). Washing with soap and water both inactivates and physically removes coronaviruses.

The evidence base on the effectiveness of soap in inactivating SARS-CoV-2 in real-world conditions is sparse. One very small study on the viricidal effect of a range of disinfectants found all substantially reduced in virus concentration after 5 min, such that virus was not detected in samples (one of the triplicate tests with soap contained some virus after 5 min but no virus was found after 15 min) (Chin et al. 2020). A small health worker study during the 2013–2016 West African Ebola virus outbreak found little variation among several cleansing agents (including soap) in reducing the persistence of Phi6 (an enveloped bacteriophage) in rinse waters (Wolfe et al. 2017). These results
suggest the mechanical action of rubbing hands together may be the major factor in removing viruses.

The extent to which soap is available is unknown. An analysis of MICS data by Kumar et al. (2017) found that the presence of any soap – including laundry detergent – in households in the surveyed low- and middle-income countries ranged from 20 to 99%, with large inequalities between wealth groups and between urban and rural populations. ‘Soapy Water’ – hand hygiene materials made at home using laundry detergent or soap shavings – has been promoted as an alternative to a bar or liquid soap (Ashraf et al. 2017), but it is unclear whether such materials inactivate the SARS-Cov-2 virus.

Alcohol-based hand sanitisers inactivate viruses and enable increased frequency of hand hygiene, especially where handwashing is unlikely to be practiced in locations of risky contacts, such as transport hubs and shop entrances and exits. They are also common in healthcare settings where very frequent hand hygiene is demanded; for instance, half of all African healthcare facilities have these sanitisers (WHO & UNICEF 2019).

**WASH IN SETTINGS OF SPECIFIC CONCERN FOR COVID-19**

Most countries have promoted physical isolation at home for people who suspect they may have the disease. While effective (Bi et al. 2020; Hellewell et al. 2020; Leung et al. 2020), this depends on adequate hygiene facilities with sufficient water, soap and materials to keep bathrooms, kitchens and other places clean. For large numbers of ordinary households worldwide, ensuring all these requirements is practically impossible.

There are a number of extra-household settings of concern (Table 1). Healthcare facilities, transportation systems and forcibly displaced people are of particular concern either because of the potential to act as hubs of infection or the vulnerability of their populations.

**PREPARING FOR ‘FUTURE WAVES’ OF OUTBREAKS**

The preceding review concerns challenges to, and immediate needs for, WaSH during the first active phase of the pandemic. This paper was prepared as cases escalated in some countries, re-escalated in others and some countries lifted initial ‘lockdown’ restrictions. Local increases in the reproductive rate ($R_0$) and fears that infection, and potentially vaccination, may not induce lasting immunity increased concern for ‘future waves’ of infection. Under all these circumstances, as restrictions are eased, frequent hand hygiene will be critical to keeping the reproductive rate ($R_0$) below 1, as will restrictions on inter-personal contact, especially for cases and their contacts.

WaSH facilities in workplaces and social settings have frequent use under normal conditions and will become more used as social constraints are lifted. Facilities at such venues may need to be increased and require adaptation to enable physical distancing and safe use. Frequent deep cleaning is required to prevent transmission; taps, soap dispensers and door handles on toilets merit special attention; and improvements in design, including the use of sensors on taps and large levers as opposed to wheel taps, may reduce transmission.

Some settings can act as ‘hot spots’ and initiate or propagate a second wave. These include settings where vulnerable persons are concentrated (e.g. care settings where vulnerable populations are concentrated and interact directly and indirectly through caregivers); and where inter-personal and inter-household contact is frequent especially if accompanied by deficient hand hygiene. Opportunities for reducing transmission and new-wave prevention concern easy-access hygiene/washing facilities that minimise inter-individual and inter-household contact.

**WaSH, COVID-19 and human rights obligations**

COVID-19 disproportionately affects the lives and livelihoods of certain individuals and groups and the pandemic therefore has the potential to exacerbate long-standing inequalities and unequal determinants of health (Laurencin & McClinton 2020). In consequence, ‘States have a responsibility to ensure that everyone is protected from this virus and its impact’, which may require special measures to ensure ‘that national and local response and recovery...

---

4 $R_0$ is the reproduction rate of the disease – that is the average number of people who will contract the disease from one infected individual.
## Settings of concern for COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare facilities</strong></td>
<td>Separating COVID-19 patients and surges in the number of severe cases, overburden water systems and facility hygiene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deficient healthcare facilities can become epicentres of infection, as with cholera (Mhalu et al. 1984) and Ebola (Faye et al. 2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In many low- and middle-income countries, facilities are chronically under-staffed (WHO 2006) and resources for cleaning and disinfection are insufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only 2% of facilities, in low- and middle-income countries with data, had adequate water, sanitation, hygiene, waste management services and standard precaution items (i.e. PPE) (Cronk &amp; Bartram 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHO &amp; UNICEF (2019) note that 74% of healthcare facilities had at least an improved water source on premises (55% for ‘least developed’ countries and 51% in sub-Saharan Africa); and 16% had no hygiene service (no water and no sanitation and no handwashing facilities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional sanitation facilities require hand-surface contact (door handles, taps, seats, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport</strong></td>
<td>National responses to COVID-19 restrict movement because disease spreads through transportation corridors, as with cholera (Lee &amp; Dodgson 2000), SARS (Ruan et al. 2003) and influenza (Grais et al. 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persons from different households are crowded together in transport and at transport hubs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport hubs (bus and train stations, shared taxi boarding points, ports and airports) are high-risk locations. They require more frequent hygiene behaviours and enhanced facility cleaning and disinfection during pandemics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pay-to-use facilities discourage desired behaviours and impede frequent hand hygiene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public or shared transport (buses, trains, shared taxis, ferries, aeroplanes) is often over-crowded and hand sanitiser on entry and exit and frequent disinfection are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulating hygiene, regular cleaning and eliminating over-crowding demand assertive action by governments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In many countries, migrant labourers have left towns and cities to return their home villages and are exposed to high-risk environments during travel. Facilities in home villages may be insufficient to cope with the increased demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forcibly displaced populations – refugees and internally displaced people</strong></td>
<td>Numbered over 70 million people in 2018 (UNHCR 2019), more than 60% live in urban host communities rather than camps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most refugees flee to nations that have not met the WaSH needs of their citizens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governments anticipate displaced population return to their country of origin, but the average refugee spends 17 years displaced (Behnke et al. 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Camp settings in emergency (Banner-Shackelford et al. 2020), transitional (Cooper et al. submitted) and protracted (Behnke et al. 2020) phases have deficient environmental health, poor access to hygiene facilities and close proximity and frequent interaction of households and individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing and queuing for water sources, toilets, laundry and bathing facilities are frequent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient water for hand hygiene. For COVID-19 positive households, the burden of water collection may mean health and hygiene suffer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel for work or returning home can seed continued or second-wave transmission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential care homes for the elderly</strong></td>
<td>Dense populations allow viral spread in a highly vulnerable population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Movement of employees in and out of facilities increases transmission risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensuring facilities are hygienic and ensuring good hygiene among residents is challenging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penal institutions, children’s homes, homeless shelters and migrant hostels</strong></td>
<td>Tendency for over-crowding and deficient environmental health (Moffa et al. 2018, 2019; Guo et al. 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Migrant hostels represent a specific setting of concern as they are often over-crowded with limited WaSH facilities; migrants may be indebted as part of arrangements for their employment meaning they must continue to work; and the rights of migrants may be limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penal institutions and homeless shelters tend to have higher proportions of people with other health problems that may increase susceptibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
plans identify and put in place targeted measures to address
the disproportionate impact of the virus on certain groups
and individuals, including … those without access to water
and sanitation …’ (United Nations 2020).

A group of UN independent human rights experts, in
March 2020, called on utilities to provide water free of
cost to certain population groups, saying: ‘We call on gov-
ernments to immediately prohibit water cuts to those who
cannot pay water bills. It is also essential that they provide
water free of cost for the duration of the crisis to people in
poverty and those affected by the upcoming economic hard-
ship. Public and private service providers must be enforced
to comply with these fundamental measures’ (OHCHR
2020).

Ensuring that all people have access to sufficient water
must be accompanied by ensuring the viability and sustain-
ability of water service providers. The indirect effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic on staff and supply chains may
affect WaSH services and consumables. For example, utili-
ties may face immediately reduced and in the longer-term
customer growth, deferrals of planned water rate
increases and deferred maintenance. Financial losses may
reduce capital spending. These short- and long-term costs
will be substantial, for instance, in the USA, financial
losses to utilities are estimated to be US$13.9 billion and
the economic impacts US$32.7 billion (Raftelis 2020). Glob-
ally, the water supply services that are most likely to fail are
smaller systems with single operators.

Improved governance, in particular strong and suppor-
tive regulation, is essential to prevent failures and
minimise drain on public finance by ensuring utilities have
finance available and make sensible investments. Supply-
side direct subsidies may prove difficult to unwind. While
the short-term response may be a time-limited supply of
water, the medium-term response is likely to involve
demand-side subsidies that allow households to take respon-
sibility and that can be better targeted and monitored.

LESSONS FOR WASH FROM EMERGING DISEASES
AND MANAGING WASH-RELATED OUTBREAKS

Pandemics in which WaSH has a role in prevention and
control, and the emergence of new diseases linked to
WaSH, raise questions about the contribution of WaSH in prevention, control and preparedness. Lessons can be learned from past and present pandemics and from what can be known about future pandemic causes.

**WaSH and infectious disease emergence**

Emerging diseases are those appearing in a human population for the first time, while re-emerging diseases appear in new areas, reappear after apparent control or emerge as drug resistant (Morens & Fauci 2013). More than 300 emerging diseases have been recognised since 1940 (Jones et al. 2008) and many others are predicted (Carroll et al. 2018). Predicting disease emergence is difficult because of high pathogen diversity, complex disease dynamics and paucity of data (Morse et al. 2017). However, the drivers of emergence are not randomly distributed in time or space (Allen et al. 2017). General determinants include geographic regions (hot spots) and interactions between humans, wildlife, livestock and environment (Cotruvo et al. 2004; Morse et al. 2012). Table 2 describes four categories of WaSH-related determinants, which reveal the diversity of stakeholders implicated in WaSH aspects of disease emergence.

Table 2  | WaSH-related categorization of factors affecting pathogen emergence (from WHO 2003a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential drivers of the emergence and re-emergence of pathogens in water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New environments:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate shifts/deforestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water resources development projects (dams and irrigation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-cooled air conditioning plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing industrial and agricultural practices (e.g. intensive livestock rearing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piped water systems and their inadequate design and operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An increasing number of humanitarian emergencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Changes in human behaviour and vulnerability:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human circulation and the accessibility and rapidity of transport worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing size of high-risk populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberate and accidental release of pathogens to water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An increasing number of humanitarian emergencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to be determined by contact frequency of, and chance of successful adaptation to, humans. Some pathogens, including SARS-CoV-2, have reached human-to-human transmission removing the need for other reservoir species in its cycle. Morse et al. (2012) propose three stages in pandemic emergence, here adapted to zoonoses as (i) pre-emergence (where the pathogen circulates among one or more host animal species), (ii) localised emergence (initial spill-over to humans directly from the original host or indirectly through other animals, such as livestock) (for SARS-CoV-2, pangolins are suggested intermediate hosts between bats and humans (Li et al. 2020)) and (iii) full pandemic emergence. Most WaSH interventions aim to decrease transmission during the full pandemic stage. However, other stages also offer opportunities for WaSH interventions.

In the pre-emergence stage, the protection of drinking water in animal husbandry can prevent inter-species transmission of pathogens by avoiding livestock consumption of water contaminated by wildlife or pest hosts. Water resources management may be important in reducing interactions between humans and animals forced to adapt to human-induced changes in the water environment.

In the localised emergence stage, behavioural interventions, such as handwashing, decrease the risk of reservoir-to-human transmission among occupational risk groups (hunters, food handlers and livestock workers) as previously tested in agricultural settings for H5N1 (Janes et al. 2012). Integrating WaSH behaviours into models of disease emergence will assist identification of barriers to early epidemics of pandemic potential (Janes et al. 2012).

WaSH interventions are likely to contribute to preventing transmission of emerging zoonoses but systematic assessments are lacking (Costa et al. 2017). Recent studies highlight the scale of animal faeces (Berendes et al. 2018) as an under-recognised threat to human health calling for adapted WaSH strategies (Dufour et al. 2012; Prendergast et al. 2019).

Lessons about WaSH in outbreaks, epidemics and other pandemics

The foundations of WaSH were established in the 1800s following John Snow and William Budd investigating outbreaks and discovering that cholera and typhoid, respectively, were transmitted via faecally contaminated drinking water (Hrudey & Hrudey 2004). Widespread drinking-water supply filtration and disinfection and improved sanitation including wastewater treatment virtually eliminated drinking waterborne transmission of cholera and typhoid high-income countries. In low- and middle-income countries, short-term WaSH provision in response to outbreaks of these diseases, particularly cholera, masks insufficient progress in sustainable access that would prevent outbreak recurrence and the spread of disease (D’Mello-Guyett et al. 2020).

The lessons from WaSH-related outbreaks point to the need for context-adapted, disease-focused approaches that involve diverse stakeholders and actors, and in particular:

- The significance of life-threatening and life-changing consequences of some WaSH-associated pathogens (e.g. haemolytic uraemic syndrome associated with E. coli O157, Guillain–Barré syndrome associated with Campylobacter, and the interactions of infection and nutrition in child development).
- The importance of accounting for specific characteristics of diverse WaSH-associated pathogens in engineering and other interventions (e.g. the resistance of Cryptosporidium to disinfection) and the role of good operations in minimising risk as exemplified in WHO’s Framework for Drinking-water Safety and Water Safety Plans (WHO 2003b).
- The existence of transmission routes and control targets in addition to waterborne (e.g. Legionella from engineered water systems, SARS and faecal droplet transmission (Yu et al. 2004; McKinney et al. 2006).
- The importance of understanding places and population groups of concern (e.g. the elevated risk to pregnant women from hepatitis E virus (Kamar et al. 2014); the elevated risks to people who are HIV+ or live with AIDS from Cryptosporidium (Wang et al. 2018).
- The importance of engagement with professionals and systems of other sectors (Campylobacter and Cryptosporidium and food production; catchment management for diverse pathogens).

Experience shows that large disease outbreaks, such as that in Milwaukee, USA in the early 1990s (MacKenzie et al. 1994) can drive commitments to improve water
supplies, whether through upgraded treatment requirements or improved catchment management. The WaSH response to COVID-19 should learn from these lessons and identify investments, good practices and regulation to help prepare against future pandemics.

HOW WELL PREPARED WAS THE WASH COMMUNITY TO RESPOND TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?

Several themes suggest it would have been possible for the ‘WaSH community’ to have been better able to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated demands for information. These point to opportunities to improve evidence and enhance theory and practice in WaSH.

Some types of evidence needed by policy-makers and the public were predictable but poorly serviced by prior information. For example, most research into the public health effects of WaSH interventions has not explored the disaggregated effects on specific pathogens nor considered predominant environmental transmission routes of pathogens that lead to similar outcomes. Such evidence was called for and could have influenced pandemic communications and response.

Similarly, while the importance of handwashing is recognised, there is an unmet call for evidence about the efficacy of different behaviour change approaches among specific target groups under pandemic conditions. Despite increases in evidence-based approaches to changing hygiene behaviours, most focus on interrupting faecal–oral transmission for the protection of child health by improving hand hygiene behaviours among caregivers. These are ill-suited to the epidemiology of other agents including COVID-19. Key moments for hand hygiene around respiratory viruses will be distinct. Ensuring convenient and accessible handwashing stations in kitchens and near toilets may improve hand hygiene for key moments for faecal contact but are inadequate for the challenges posed by respiratory viruses where more attention may be needed on entering or leaving the household, public places after high-touch surface contact or after coughing or sneezing. Interventions for caretakers of young children are less relevant for person-to-person transmission among adults. The importance of robust formative research is shared across most modern behaviour change theories and frameworks, yet methods rely on direct observations and in-depth person surveys or interventions with individuals and their communities – methods that are largely impossible under lockdown conditions.

The need for a reliable, continuous water supply, piped into household premises and places such as healthcare settings, schools, workplaces, transport hubs and markets, is evident to ensure sufficient and accessible water for hygiene purposes at all times. This would be an advance on the current target and monitoring of SDG6.1, as non-piped water supplies, such as wells fitted with handpumps, are included in monitoring progress towards the achievement of on-premises water. To date, however, those making public policy have been reluctant to embrace the challenge of achieving widespread piped on-premises water, and the WaSH community has not provided evidence and persuasive arguments for the investments needed.

A similar argument applies to WaSH (and indeed hygiene more generally) in healthcare settings. This represents a no-regrets investment, given its benefits in reducing healthcare-acquired infections. Despite the self-evident priority, when WHO developed its Essential Environmental Health Standards in Health Care (Adams et al. 2008), the effort relied on a sparse evidence base and therefore necessarily on expert opinion. Despite the essential importance of environmental health in healthcare, the first attempt to assess the situation globally was made only in 2015 (Cronk & Bartram 2015). Improving WaSH in healthcare facilities will be central to achieving universal health coverage.

It is important that WaSH be better integrated into initiatives to improve understanding of community infection before robust tests and large-scale testing of persons becomes available. For example, there have been rapidly implemented initiatives (Ahmed et al. 2020; Medema et al. 2020; Nemudryi et al. 2020; Randazzo et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2020b) in surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 in community waste-water to inform public health decision-making around general and local responses, such as physical distancing and quarantines. Such approaches have been demonstrated for polio virus (Hovi et al. 2001). Preliminary evidence suggests that such monitoring can identify the presence of SARS-CoV-2 before the detection of clinical cases, in part
because asymptomatic cases shed SARS-CoV-2. These approaches should be part of pandemic preparedness.

In some countries, responses to COVID have included closing public toilets. They represent the only practical means for handwashing where hand sanitiser is not available or used, and for those travelling (e.g. for work or to purchase necessities) and are the primary resort of the homeless for sanitation and hygiene. Whether such closures are justified based on the balance between facilitating hygiene and surface contact risk is poorly understood, as are the means to minimise the latter.

A cross-cutting concern is the need for the sometimes insular ‘WaSH sector’ to engage more extensively and effectively with other ‘sectors’ and professional communities. The constrained scope of WaSH means engagement in the prevention of disease emergence and in emergency preparedness is slight. This is also manifest in prevention through adequate WaSH in healthcare facilities and is applicable to transport, workplaces, schools and care for the elderly. Understanding the specific roles of the health sector in relation to WaSH, as described by Rehfuess et al. (2009), can inform effective engagement.

**WASH IN PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE TO FUTURE PANDEMICS**

The prevention and control of pandemics is a common good – it merits support because of the significance to the population at large as well as individual benefits. This is more than a conceptual issue – history shows that then-unprecedented investment in public water and sanitation systems in eighteenth-century Europe were elicited by self-preservation by the wealthy against diseases that showed no respect for class or wealth (Hamlin 1998). History also shows that, in the face of existential threats, there is a strong appetite for public expenditure and that speedy transformational investments can be made.

The introduction of this pandemic prevention and response perspective to WaSH modifies and expands the SDG commitments. Firstly, it highlights and confirms the targets adopted for household level access to water to support the called-for hygiene behaviours. However, here we call for the target and its monitoring to be upgraded to piped water on premises and for discontinuous piped supply to be aggressively tackled. Secondly, common-good arguments have been made for sanitation (Langford et al. 2017) as well as water supply and can be extended to goods such as soap during times of pandemic threat. Thirdly, a pandemic perspective and common-good outlook call attention to the meaning of ‘universal’ which must embrace all populations including homeless shelters, prisons, orphans, refugee and internally displaced persons camps, schools and all settings of human interaction, especially those related to transport and necessary for sustaining populations during pandemic response, e.g. markets.

**International governance and coordination for WaSH fit for pandemic prevention and response**

Pandemic diseases present specific challenges for governance and coordination. Their nature encourages political responses that are temporary, despite the opportunities for no-regrets actions and long-term legacy benefits, such as improvement of existing facilities or new infrastructure.

The present international public health arrangements were founded in large part on the need for an international perspective on pandemic prevention and control, including ensuring that measures taken do not unnecessarily interfere with international travel and trade. In relation to pandemic preparedness and response, the principal roles of the international system are performed by the World Health Organization. The approach adopted, however, has changed when comparing between the assertive stance taken by the organization to the SARS pandemic under the leadership of Gro Harlem Brundtland and the ‘technical advisor to national governments’ stance of her successors.

In the field of WaSH, WHO’s relevant activities include global monitoring and normative (standard setting), convening to advance the state of knowledge, informing evidence-based intervention options and identifying new and emerging threats. Through the World Health Assembly and the organisation’s headquarters, regional and country offices, it has substantively influenced progressive development of WaSH under ‘normal circumstances’ in low-, medium- and high-income countries, especially through its normative work (‘guidelines’), and global monitoring (JMP, with UNICEF). We call for this ‘normal circumstances’ perspective to be accompanied by a
greater focus on WaSH in preparedness for and response to known, re-emerging and newly emerging diseases. This would require engagement with other components of the organisation, of the UN system and professional bodies, and extending beyond narrow health or WaSH constituencies, which would be facilitated by WHO’s convening role.

**Financing and instruments**

A common thread from repeated outbreaks concerns finance, and in particular, the role of public financing from tax revenues. The common-good justification for public finance in pandemics is that people who cannot purchase sufficient soap and water pose a public health risk to society.

There is a major water and sanitation infrastructure deficit in many countries, particularly because of the evident need for water piped on-premises. Investments in water supply infrastructure by households, governments and development partners will be a critical part of the solution. The 2019 GLAAS report (WHO 2019) notes a funding shortfall across WaSH, with low- and middle-income countries reporting between 0.08 and 2.54% of GDP invested in WaSH. Grant funding from official development assistance, foundations and charities and loans from international sources accounted for 12% of finance in 2016–2018. To properly prepare for pandemics, governments must increase their spending on WaSH and target investment on achieving universal access to piped water on-premises. It is also clear that the international development community must reaffirm its commitment to WaSH in both policy engagement and investment.

There is a fundamental misalignment between crisis responses to pandemics and the long-term outlooks: for infrastructure-heavy investments in water supply and sanitation, for building sustained behaviours and for resilient production and supply chains for household consumables. While most of the services shortfalls are in low- and middle-income countries (e.g. Foster et al. 2019); they affect under-served populations in high-income countries, such as the homeless.

Even where infrastructure and services exist many people, particularly poorer households, are priced out of water services. A view, commonly held since the 1980s, is that operational and consumption subsidies in WaSH undermine service sustainability (Yepes 1999; Foster et al. 2000, 2002; Brook & Smith 2001). In large part, this is because consumption subsidies primarily benefit wealthier households and communities because of poor subsidy design and weak governance (Andres et al. 2019). The principles of a good subsidy design are a clear policy intention, appropriate targeting, financial sustainability and transparency.

There is a strong argument for providing free soap to all poor and low-income families during the active phase pandemics, either through supply-side subsidy (i.e. public funding of distribution to reduce cost) or demand side (through providing poor families funds to purchase soap). Where households cannot afford to connect to a utility water supply that has the capacity to meet greater demand, or where the capacity of the water supply is being increased to serve more people, cash transfers may be appropriate. Conditional cash transfers have successfully improved nutrition, including in humanitarian settings (Fernald et al. 2008; Fernald et al. 2009; Renzaho et al. 2019; Kurdi et al. 2020) and in health and education (Lomeli 2008; Mostert & Vall Costello 2020). Renzaho et al. (2018), in evaluating an enhanced unconditional cash transfer scheme in Nepal, found increased use of protected water sources and de Groot et al. (2017) noted positive impacts on WaSH from conditional cash transfer focused on nutrition.

**Evidence needs and research priorities**

Encouraging adequate hand hygiene requires both access to washing materials (water and soap) and appropriate behaviours. Responses that target either in isolation are likely to be ineffective and may be unwelcome. Behaviour change theory is integral in successfully promoting handwashing behaviour change and moving beyond ‘information’ focused communication; however, there is only emerging understanding of its effective application. In healthcare settings, only recently, have behaviour change theories been applied to hand hygiene among healthcare workers. Newer approaches, such as nudge-based interventions, have been explored in institutional settings (Caris et al. 2018; Grover et al. 2018), but the extent to which these can complement message-based interventions requires exploration. Given the focus of most hygiene behaviour change programmes on faecal-oral transmission, there are substantive data gaps about psychological, social and habitual drivers of respiratory hygiene.

---


---
While introspection within WaSH has focused research on broad questions such as determining the reduction in diarrhoeal or respiratory disease attributable to handwashing, the results of such studies are confounded by the diversity of pathogens and pathogen classes and their differing responses. Wolfe et al. (2017) noted the sparse evidence base for the inactivation and removal of specific pathogens from hands. Hygiene in relation to respiratory infections is insufficiently understood despite its importance in SARS control and in preventing acute respiratory infections (Luby et al. 2005; Fung & Cairncross 2006). Handwashing among carers-of-adults has received little attention from WaSH professionals, yet in a response in which much ‘care’ is in fact household level without resort to trained health professionals, such guidance is essential.

The exigencies of contact minimisation to reduce transmission demand changes in individual behaviours, operational activities and infrastructure design. Using the example of public toilet and handwashing facilities, more attention has been paid to behaviours and operations than to technology aspects; and where design has been considered, more attention has been paid to high-income settings (such as no-contact taps and door handles) and less to the application of these principles elsewhere. Research is needed on how better toilet and handwashing technology can be deployed in low- and middle-income countries.

Despite the potential for cash transfers to deliver demand-side subsidies to increase the access to soap and water, the evidence base on how to structure programmes, the elements to target, integration with existing schemes targeting different behaviours and the use of new technology for transfer delivery, is sparse.

CONCLUSIONS

COVID-19 is only the most recent emerging infectious disease with pandemic potential. Concerns over pandemics since the 1800s provided an impetus for the development of the science of public health and systems of international governance of public health – a history in WaSH has played important and at times foundational roles.

The pandemic highlights that adequate hygiene and access to safe and reliable water and sanitation are essential to preparedness, prevention and response; as well as protecting human life at other times. There is a widespread implicit assumption by policy-makers and health planners that they can call on a ‘WaSH sector’ that is able to respond to information needs and to provide basic services to support pandemic control. This is manifestly incorrect in many countries.

In the current pandemic, we have seen water supply treated as an essential service; however, there is little evidence for policy responses to increase access to, or reduce intermittence in, supply that would support households in accessing sufficient water and sustaining the handwashing required. Reliance on communal water sources lessens the ability to adopt physical distancing and prevents households reliant on such sources from self-isolating. These are policy failures within the WaSH sector and in wider public policy. They arise from structural deficiencies that result in poor planning, weak governance, mis-focused prioritisation and under-investment. Financing instruments that could help reduce inequalities in service provision should be urgently considered.

Ensuring universal access to safe and reliable water, hygiene and sanitation services for all populations and in all settings is justified: from both a common-good perspective, for pandemic preparedness, and as ‘no regrets’ longevity use of resources mobilised during pandemic response. Both success and failure in these endeavours will disproportionately affect (benefit or undermine the precarious conditions of) the poor and the vulnerable. Action solely at the time of need cannot provide a sufficient response, long-term investment and engagement with key actors and stakeholders are essential to both preparedness and response.

COVID-19 exemplifies the critical need for safe healthcare facilities. Some responses will involve temporary treatment centres, with associated full WaSH facilities. One consequence is that investments to improve WaSH in stressed existing facilities may be perceived as less critical. However, upgrading of existing facilities would provide a lasting beneficial legacy from the pandemic. Funding and management of WaSH in healthcare facilities are challenged by mixed financing and responsibilities between healthcare and WaSH. We call for concerted action and investment in improving the environmental health and hygiene of all healthcare
facilities as an integral part of universal health coverage and to meet SDG 3.

Even in high-income countries, bureaucratic, regulatory and academic silos undermine effective WaSH action through inadequate common understanding and knowledge exchange among professionals, such as public health decision-makers, health scientists and engineers. The examples provided throughout this paper highlight the precarious evidence base underlying much WaSH activity and illustrate its deficiency when deployed to other stakeholder groups in relation to pandemic response. The WaSH sector is weak at relating risks it recognises to the risks identified in other sectors. We call on research funders to invest in high-quality, comparable research that targets key decision-critical unknowns, supported by coordination and timely synthesis of findings.

COVID-19 reminds us that hygiene, safe water and sanitation are essential to protect human life. Short-term action should rapidly ensure that everyone can access sufficient water and soap to practice good hygiene and hygiene facilities are available in all public places. In the medium term, a priority is reliable sustained water supplies and sanitation systems that meet enhanced SDG targets, as we propose here. In the long term, WaSH systems must be sustainable and resilient to future threats, including those associated with climate change, and contribute to preparedness for, prevention of and response to pandemic disease.
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